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For Good: My Last Post of the Summer
Abstract

So the summer has flown by and as my last day is Friday, here’s my last post. I have finished my first draft
transcription of the H.L Baugher travel diary and am in the process of proofreading it (which I hope to finish
tomorrow!). I have made a finding guide to describe the diary and its contents and digitized several pages
containing flower samples as well! This project has been so much fun and I have truly enjoyed working so
closely with such an amazing artifact. [excerpt]
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Comments

The Interns at Gettysburg College’s Musselman Library captured their internship experiences since the spring
of 2011. Over time the blog has featured Fortenbaugh, Smith, and Holley interns. They shared updates on
semester long projects, responded to blogging prompts, and documented their individual intern experience.
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For Good: My Last Post of the Summer
August 7, 2015
By: Elizabeth Steinhour ‘15

Hello!
So the summer has flown by and as my last day is Friday, here’s my
last post. I have finished my first draft transcription of the H.L
Baugher travel diary and am in the process of proofreading it (which
I hope to finish tomorrow!). I have made a finding guide to describe
the diary and its contents and digitized several pages containing
flower samples as well! This project has been so much fun and I have
truly enjoyed working so closely with such an amazing artifact.
Baugher describes the interesting stories and experiences so well, I
feel like I’m right there with him climbing St. Bernarnd (yes the
mountain the dogs are named after) or boating around Switzerland.
His descriptions are breathtaking and I would love to travel to all the
places he visited someday. This internship has certainly changed my
perspective for the better and I would like to thank the staff in
Special Collections for this amazing opportunity I have had this summer. I can’t wait to take all I
learned and use it in the future!
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